Eating schedules

Designated times will be given for each COF group to go to the dining hall and trading post.

One staff will be stationed at the entrance to take the campers/staffs temperature and another will record it. Only that staff will touch the door to open it. If a camper’s temperature is elevated above 100.5, they will be escorted to an air conditioned room, sat down, and given a bottle of water. Temperature will be rechecked in 15 minutes and recorded.

Three temperatures a day will be recorded.

Each group accompanying their counselor will be taken to the dining hall and prepared trays of food will be distributed by the kitchen staff with disposable plates/utensils. No camper is allowed to leave the assigned area without their counselors or administrations permission.

Seconds can be requested per each counselor who will get up and secure additional portions per request.

Any camper who demonstrates a temperature above 100.5 after the second check, will be taken down to the nurse’s station and medically screened.

Trading post personal will be wearing masks and gloves while serving campers. All campers will be accompanied by their counselor at their designated time and the counselor will be responsible for marking off the cost of the refreshments. All trash from refreshments will be disposed in regular trashcans by the person who purchased it. If someone is seen not disposing of their trash correctly, they will receive a warning, be asked to pick up the trash, and then sent to wash their hands. If it happens recurrently, the director can suspend the campers ability to secure refreshments outside of the mealtime.